For a change, enjoy a bird’s eye view of the Interlaken holiday region. Paragliding lets you sneak a peek at breathtaking views of the vast mountain and lake scenery.

Paragliding

The Lakes of Brienz and Thun

Water is certainly the element of choice around Interlaken, with opportunities to enjoy some stand-up paddling with magnificent views, a relaxing lunch on board a cruise ship, a refreshing dip, or a sailing course.

A relaxed mountain bike or e-bike tour takes you from Gstaad to Lauenen. The route around the wonderful Lake Lauenen is an experience. Make sure you allow plenty of time for photo ops!

A fun way to experience the landscape around Bern is by e-bike. The terrain is too hilly for walking, but it’s still too safe for driving. Cycling is highly recommended.”

Island Life

The car-free St. Peter’s Island on Lake Biel is certainly idyllic. The hike from Erlach through the nature reserve to the historical Klosterhotel is both pleasant and relaxing.

Emmental Show Dairy

How does the cheese get its holes? The Emmental Show Dairy has the answer to this and much more. Enjoy the manufacture of the famous Emmentaler AOP cheese.

Cycling Fun

A bike ride from Interlaken to the world’s highest railway station is an experience not to be missed. Travelling through Alpine landscapes, you’ll soon be on top of Europe. The journey takes in breathtaking views.

Urban Swimming

The Zytglogge (Clock Tower), the Parliament Building and the BearPark are all a must-see. As is a refreshing dip into the waters of the Aare river as it meanders its way around the UNESCO-listed old city centre.

Holiday Activities at the Lake Oeschinensee

Whether it’s hiking, boating or summer sledging, a trip to the Lake Oeschinensee at the UNESCO World Heritage site is a unique experience.

In Tolkien’s Footsteps

J.R.R. Tolkien is said to have come up with the idea for Rivendell after hiking in the Lauterbrunnen valley. And no wonder: there are no fewer than 72 waterfalls gushing in this valley.

A land of scooter bike runs

A fun way to experience the landscape around Bern is by scooter bike. The terrain is too hilly for walking, but it’s still too safe for driving. Cycling is highly recommended.

The Peace and Quiet of Nature

Enjoy a delicious fondue in the heart of Gstaad’s mountain scenery, courtesy of the vintage-look fondue backpack and seats shaped like four giant fondue pots. Enjoy!

A Ballenberg Visit

The Ballenberg Open-air Museum is an opportunity to experience Switzerland up close, through more than 100 historically accurate and traditional gardens.

A Balenzberg Visit

The Balmberg Open-air Museum is an opportunity to experience Switzerland up close, through more than 100 historically accurate and traditional gardens.

Follow Made in Bern and share your moments with us. #madeinbern